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Abstract
This study is about an analysis of pausing analysis on Zack Snyder’s Justice League. This
movie is a superhero movie originaly from Justice League by Zack Snyder. This movie is 242
minutes long that is divided into 6 parts. This research is aimed at presenting pausing analysis
result related to the transcript of the movie. The writer used a descriptive qualitative approach
in this study to collecting the data. The results is, 16 pausing was found in the script and most
of them is unfilled pause.
Keywords – Filled, Pausing, Unfilled

Introduction
Superheroes movie is became the most awaited movie because it continuous from one

movie to another. The stories revolve around a central character that experiences some tragedy.
The main idea may looks similar, the plot begins when the luckless person accidentally gets with
some sort of superpower (Timothy McGettigan, 2020). Things that differentiate every superhero
movie are the story behind the strength and what is the strength itself. That's why fans like
different superheroes even within the same industry, because the powers and stories behind them
are different.

There are many kinds of superheroes from different industry and Justice League is one of
the famous movies. (Syahrianto, 2021) said, it was once released in 2017 and get many critics
because it has been finished yet, and Zack Snyder decided to continue this movie until the new
one released in March 2021 with the duration 242 minute and divided into 6 parts, 'Don't Count
On It, Batman', 'The Age of Heroes', 'Beloved Mother, Beloved Son', 'Change Machine', 'All the
King’s Horses', and 'Something Darker'.

In this long-duration movie, the writer does the analysis of pause in the transcript of the
movie. It is a long-duration movie, but the position of silent and filled pauses affects their
duration (Dorottya Gyarmathy and Viktória Horváth, 2019). In addition, silent and filled pauses
were longer in narratives than in conversations (Markó, 2005). Pauses have different functions in
speech even it is scripted. Pauses itself can be filled and unfilled. A filled pause is marked by
vocalisation meanwhile unfilled pause is simply a silent.

Pauses in speech serve a variety of functions, including breathing, grammatical function,
providing time for speech planning processes, and perception (Levelt, 1989; Gósy, 2000). The
realization of pauses is affected by various of factors, such as the speaker's age, the length and
complexity of the utterance, or the speech style (Duez, 1982, Krivokapic, 2007). In political
speeches, silent pauses were longer and more frequent, with the longest pauses serving a stylistic
function. Filled pauses were not typical of this type of speech, but they were quite common in
interview situations (Duez, 1982).

Conversational pauses, both silent and filled, serve several additional objectives (Sacks et
al. 1974). The term "pause" refers to a signal break within a speech turn (we analyzed this type
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of silent pauses in the present study). Furthermore, pauses occur in conversations for thought or
dramatic effect; the speaker can use them to highlight new information; and they can also be
used to organize the discourse (Esposito et al.,2007).

In spoken language, the context determines a large portion of the meaning. It is a
situation that occurs in real time or directly and also spontaneously when speaking or starting a
conversation. In written language, the text generally governs the meaning. Aside from this one,
however, the language structure used is more grammatical and not impromptu.

This analysis describes the topic of Pausing in spoken grammar. We choose it because it
is quite challenging to find the pause moments and is usually widely used in a conversation on
video. The material analysis we use is from Zack Snyder's Justice League video on HBO GO.
The video is about a superhero action film. We picked that video since it has pausing

Methodology
A descriptive qualitative approach was used in this study to analyze pausing in a movie.
According to Winartha (2006: 155), the descriptive qualitative method analysis is to analyze,
describe, and summarize various conditions, situations from various data collected in the form of
interviews or observations about the problems under study that occur in the field. There are
numerous qualitative research phases in the descriptive analysis. The material for this study was
collected by viewing the movie and evaluating the pauses utilized in it.
There are numerous qualitative research phases in the descriptive analysis. The material for this
study was collected by viewing the movie and evaluating the pauses utilized in it. The movie
Zack Snyder’s Justice League is the subject of this investigation. Because there are so many
pausings, it was picked as the object. In examining data, the steps are (1)watching the movie,
(2)figuring out the pausing, (3)coding the data, (4)analyzing the data, (5)creating a summary.

Finding(s) and Discussion
There are two types of Pausing identified in the spoken grammar, unfilled and filled. An

unfilled pause is simply silence, frequently of only a second or two. Longer silences are unusual
in casual conversations and may be considered unnecessary by participants. Unfilled pauses
usually occur when there is about to be a change in topic or a change in direction.(Written and
Spoken Grammar A comprehensive Guide)

A filled pause is implied by an articulation like er or erm (also written as uh and um) or a
lexical form like, well, you know. A filled pause, especially when accompanied by discourse
markers such as right, well, or okay, can lead to a change in the topic (which commonly initiate a
new stretch of discourse).(Written and Spoken Grammar A comprehensive Guide)

Table 1. Pausing Definition
No Kind of Pausing Function Example(S)

1. Unfilled

to occur when a shift in topic or a change
in direction is about to occur.

- If this stranger exists…
He'll give him your message

- Down with the modern
world… Back to the Dark
Ages.
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2. Filled indicate that speakers have not finished
what they want to say and wish to

continue

- Evil does not sleep… it
waits

- Ryan, would you, uh… do
the honors?

In afford to make pausing analysis easier, the researchers compiled the pausing data into
one table, with every classification. The table’s data is follow.

Table 2. Pausing Data
No Lines Kind Of Pausing Spoken By Time
1 If this stranger exists… He'll give

him your message.
Unfilled Arthur Curry 0:10:27

2 Arthur Curry… Also known as
Protector of the Oceans… The
Aquaman.

Unfilled Bruce Wayne 0:11:36

3 So, let me get this straight… You
do it dressed like a bat? Like an
actual bat?

Unfilled Arthur Curry 0:11:48

4 Down with the modern world…
Back to the Dark Ages.

Unfilled The Terrorist 0:20:32

5 Daughters of Themyscira… show
him your fear!

Unfilled Hyppolita 0:28:05

6 He will be pleased… He will see
my worth again.

Unfilled Steppenwolf 0:38:04

7 The Arrow of Artemis… It will
reach the lands of men.

Unfilled Hyppolita 0:42:17

8 Burn… As you burned in days
before.

Unfilled Hyppolita 0:42:37

9 Cleaning staff, guards, a few of
your research scientists… they
were abducted.

Unfilled An Officer 0:46:17

10 Why you sent the Boy Wonder…
to do a man’s job?

Unfilled The Joker 3:48:14

11 In a few minutes, four city
blocks... boom… while the world
watches

Filled A Terrorist . 0:21:25

12 Evil does not sleep… it waits. Filled Hyppolita 0:26:34
13 It’s toxic… that’s good. Filled Steppenwolf 0:37:25
14 Ryan, would you, uh… do the

honors?
Filled Silas Stone 0:45:40

15 I often wonder how many
alternate timelines do you destroy
the world because... frankly, you
don't have the cojones to die
yourself.

Filled The Joker 3:47:32

Based on the result of data analysis, it can be found that there are sixteen (16) pausing: they are
(…), boom, it waits, that’s good, uh, and frankly. Considering the result that we received, it can
be concluded that from Zack Snyder’s Justice League most used pausing is unfilled pausing.
They are 11 unfilled pausing (…) that used inside the script.

Table 3. Result of Data Analysis
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No Data The number of Pausing

1 Unfilled Pause 11
2 Filled Pause 5

Total 16

Conclusion(s)
Pausing is a word, phrase, or symbol that points to the speaker to takes time before he or

she continue with same topics, or with different topic. There are two Pausing categories
identified in the spoken language. These are unfilled pausing (…), spatial Deixis (this, that, here,
there), and filled pausing. Based on the video’s analysis, the most used pausing is unfilled deixis.
There are eleven of them. Filled pause, on the other hand, only got five datas. So the total
pausing in the movie we analyzed are sixteen pausings.
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